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Abstract
In order to manage and organise the basic elements and knowledge of the model for model generation, this paper 
defines the basic elements as entity, attribute, variable conversion relationships and the conversion rules, takes the 
network of variable conversion relationships (NVCR) to describe the relationships between entity and attribute in 
system, and represents and manages the basic elements and knowledge in modelling; Then constructs the model 
generation environment and bring forward the search algorithms of reach-relationships based on the NVCR; Finally
succeeds in model generation in the form of generating the expression chain of variable conversion from the known
variable to the unknown target variable.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAE2011.
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1. Introduction
Model is physical, mathematical or otherwise logical representation about the system, which provides 
the system knowledge in the defined form (such as text, diagrams or mathematical formula) [1].Modeling 
is the combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation. Model generation [2] means that a 
series of model are formed to reflect the entity movement patterns in the system [3].Analogical reasoning
put forward to assist model generation by Liang [4] and Chi [5] : When solving the new problems, it selects
the similar instance from the instance library in the system and modifies the existing model to generate
new model to solve the new problems. Boncz.E.k [6], Dutta and Basu [7] represent the domain experts’ 
modelling knowledge [8][9] with the first-order predicate logic ,bring the domain knowledge into the model 
generation and generate model via concluding and inversion, but it will cause the combinatorial explosion.
Hong-jun Zhang [10] studies the conversion relationships between entity variables, constructs the model 
operation sequence diagram via relational operator based on pan-relationship and at last generate model. 
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2. Analysis on model elements
System is an organic macrocosm composed of interrelated, interacting objects (elements, components) 
with the specific function. With the object-oriented view, interrelated and interacting entities have their
own attribute and methods. The effects of interaction between entities show by attribute variable; Variety
in attribute are based on the conversion relationships between the variables, which contains the methods.
Variable conversion complies with certain rules, which define the direction and path of the variable 
conversion. Therefore, model is divided into the basic elements: entities, attributes and conversion 
relationships between the variables, conversion rules and constraint.
Definition 1: The model can be defined as a four-tuple: AL:={E, Att, R, ZA}:E signifies the set of 
interacting entity ; Att signifies the set of attribute, which describe and define the entities, including 
variable and constant; variable describe the system state and behavior; constant is presented as parameters.
Att:={CON,VAR}, VAR signifies the set of variable, CON signifies the set of constant; R signifies the set 
of relationships between the variables; ZA signifies the set of conversion rules. Variable conversion 
relationships between the entities are used to describe the system parameters and the conversion 
relationships between the variable. The relationships are set up based on the structure and mechanisms of 
the system according to certain theorem and rules, including qualitative relationships and quantitative 
relationships. Constraints on the entity and variable, such as data types and value range, are established by
the actual condition of the system and the decision-makers’ subjective desire. Constraints are the rules 
which variable conversion should obey, so constraints are the subset of variable conversion rules.
3. Network of variable conversion relationships (NVCR)
3.1Establish NVCR
Based on the relationships between the attribute variable, easy-to-built NVCR to support modeling, 
model management and model operation. NVCR is a static description of the relationships between 
entities in a system. Shown in Fig 1, pie signifies entity, quadrilateral signifies attribute, and oval signifies
the relationships of attribute variable conversion.
Fig 1, NVCR
3.2Mathematical description about NVCR 
Here, we use adjacency matrix to descript the NCVR. If the system is constituted by n entities, viz.
E={e1,e2,e3,┅,en}, the initial relationships between entity can be described by the adjacency matrix T
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If ei and ej have the direct interaction in the relationships, we define ei and ej have direct reachability, 
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then aij=aji=1.When ei and ej have no direct reachability, then aij=aji=0. We define the entity and itself 
have no direct relationships, but they may have indirect relationships through other entity, so we make 
aij= 0，i=j. The initial adjacency matrix T
0 is a 0-diagonal element of symmetric matrix, in line with all 
the properties of symmetric matrices.
Definition 2: If aij=aik=ajk=1, k≠j, we define that ek and ei have single step reachability, viz. ek and
ei set up the indirect reachability via the common entity ej. If it could find a sequence { (ei,ej)，(ej,ek)，
(ek,el)，┅，(em,en)}，make aijⅹajkⅹaklⅹ┅ⅹamn,i≠l≠k≠l≠┅≠n, means that the entity in this
sequence have indirect reachability. We define the set EReach={ei,ej,ek,…,en}is an set of entity which have
reachability with each other, the sequence { (ei,ej)， (ej,ek)， (ek,el)，…， (em,en)} is reachability
sequence, viz. the sequence is the path of the variable conversion from entity ei to ej.
Definition 3: All indirect relationships are based on the direct relationships between entities, we define 
the reachability matrix set up by n steps conversion is n steps reachability matrix Tn. Based on the 
definition of single-step reachability matrix, n steps reachability matrix Tn as follows:
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Tn is still a symmetric matrix, in line with all the properties of symmetric matrices. 
1.From matrix multiplication T1 to Tn, if the element’s(aij, k≠j) value, which is always 0, becomes
1for the first time, we define the search of indirect reachability relationships between entities in system is 
completed; In the matrix multiplication Tn-1, if element aij=1, k≠j, well then ei and e j have relationships
through n-1steps conversion via a unique path.
2.In matrix multiplication Tn, if the element’s(aij, k≠j) value becomes 1 for the first time, we define 
the other elements’ value is 0 until the search of indirect relationships is completed. We can get all 
entities’ n steps initial reachability matrix TFirst
n from n steps reachability matrix Tn:
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Then, the first established relationships between all the entities can be described by matrix TS-First:
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3.aij=p, ei and ej which have built up the relationships for the first time, build up relationships again 
via conversion of n entities and have p paths. So, there are p reachability sequences, the set of p
reachability sequences is{(ei,ej),(ei,ek,ej), …,( ei,ek, …,ej)}.The set of entities on p paths is denoted by
EPath, clearly that: EReach ⊆ EPath; The new entity participate in system and cause the complexity and 
diversity of the variable conversion, but it also provide more choices for modeling and problem solving at 
the same time.
4. Model generation based on NVCR
4.1 Construct model generation environment 
Model generation is a method to study the user’s problem by organizing, selecting and managing the 
model elements based on the model description in the simulation environment. We use NVCR to organize 
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and manage model elements and then construct environment for model generation. Shown in Fig 2, the 
frame of constructing simulation environment about model generation.
Reference to the specification and standardization of data elements [11], we establish a template to 
descript and define the entity and attribute in system under a unified method and pattern. Entity, attribute 
and variable conversion relationships should be registered and managed in the database to establish the 
direct relationship; How to establish the relationship between the variables into the algebra or logic 
expressions is the core of the environment construction for model generation. In a sense, the qualitative 
relationship between the entities is also conversion relationship between the variable. So the relationships 
between the variable are divided into two parts: qualitative relationship and quantitative relationship. 
Qualitative relationship is represented with logical expression which is stored in the knowledge base to 
facilitate reasoning based on NCVR; Quantitative relationship is represented with algebraic expressions
which is stored in the database in the form of character string to generate the new algebraic expressions 
based on NCVR. Usually, two kinds of expressions are combined to describe the relationships of variable 
conversion in system. We establish the templates of logical and algebraic expressions to describe the 
expressions of variable conversion. It is easy to set up the expressions of variable conversion which obey
the uniform standard and pattern, and the expressions are easy to be managed, too.
Fig 2, the frame of constructing environment;Fig 3.Model generation process
4.2Model generation
Shown in Fig 3:
1.Establish status space of the problems, describe and analyze the target problems to define the known 
status and unknown target status of the problems and define the set of known variable and unknown target 
variable as the set of I/O variable to set up model description, then build up the expressions of direct
relationships between the entity and variable.
2.Construct the environment for model generation, viz. construct NVCR in system to generate the 
initial reachability matrix T0and the matrix T△E
0, The definition of matrix T△E
0 as follows:
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The elements of the T△E
0 record the set of the entities which have direct interaction with each other. If 
the entities have interaction relationships through n-1 steps search, we define the elements of the Tn-1△E
record the set of the entities which have reachability with each other through n-1 steps search.
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3.From matrix multiplication T1 to Tn, if the element’s value which is always 0, becomes 1 for the first 
time, the search of indirect relationships between entities in system is completed; we define the value of 
the matrix elements aij =n-1,others are 0;we can get n-1 steps matrix T
n-1
△ as follows:
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Entity set matrix TE as follows:
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When the search is completed, we can acquire entity sequences set matrix TSequence by using the path 
sequences replace the corresponding matrix elements aij.The deification of TSequence as follows:
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Matrix TLength records the length of the entity relationship step search; Element p in matrix T
n records 
the number of variable conversion path; Matrix TE records the entity set on the variable conversion road; 
Matrix TSequence records the entity sequences of the variable conversion path. Based on the length of step 
search, the number of variable conversion path, the entity set and entity sequences of the Variable 
conversion path, we can analyze the conversion of the model elements and knowledge via NVCR 
quantificationally. It is easy to select the optimal path, in which entities are involved at least and the 
search step is shortcut, to achieve in solving problems. Based on the variable matching of I/O variable 
sets and the network topology of NVCR, the expressions chain of variable conversion can be quickly 
established, viz. model generation. Under the guidance of knowledge and variable conversion rules, input 
the data and calculate along the expressions chain of variable conversion to achieve problem solving. 
5. Conclusion
This paper analyses the basic elements of the model, represents and manages the basic elements and 
knowledge of the modeling, establish the expressions chain of variable conversion by model 
reasoning and search based on NVCR to generate the model. It keeps closer to the real world and 
incarnates the idea that qualitative analysis and quantitative calculation combine to tackle a variety of 
problems via represent and manage the basic elements and knowledge of the modeling based on NVCR 
At last, model which generate based on NVCR and basic elements have considerable independence and 
low coupling and is easy to be managed in the model base. Model generation based on based on NVCR 
improves the capability of model reuse and greatly facilitates model integration and model regeneration.
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